Abstract. The paper made researches on the fighter tactical intention recognition method. First, the problem of fighter tactical intention recognition is described. Then, the basic idea of intention recognition method based on a gray relational model is introduced, and an fighter tactical intention recognition method based on the model is proposed.
Introduction
Tactical intent to identify the correct or not, directly related to the pilot's combat plan, related to the success or failure of air combat. Reference [1] proposed a new evidence representation model to obtain the degree of correlation between the target state feature and the intention class feature, so as to establish an intention recognition frame and complete the final identification of the hostility. Reference [2] proposed a template matching based on the intention of identification method, the main idea of the method is to determine the enemy combat intent class is a finite set, you can use the past experience to make these types of templates, combat based on a certain rule of reasoning algorithm With the existing template similarity matching, you can get the enemy combat intent. The method is simple and intuitive, but the inherent defects of the template itself make the method less flexible, and modern air combat environment is changing, real-time high requirements do not match. Currently used for intent to identify the technology there are template matching, Bayes method, conflict analysis [3] . The paper takes into account the influence of the change of the target state attribute on its tactical intention, and introduces the concept of interval number into fighter tactical intention recognition technology, and puts forward the method of fighter tactical intention recognition based on gray relational degree [4] [5] , which has great reference value.
Intention Recognition
Intentional identification can be divided into general intention identification and operational intent identification. The general intention recognition is mainly used in the civil field, and its background is relatively mild in relation to the operational intention recognition, and the target is not deceived and disturbed. And combat intent to identify the main battlefield against the two sides against the environment, against both sides in order to win the victory will try to cover up their true operational intentions, often disguised their behavior and action, while deceiving, interfere with each other as much as possible to make each other wrong Judgment, to achieve the effect of false false.
Combat intention identification can be divided into strategic intentions identification, battle intention identification and tactical intention identification. In the three kinds of intention recognition, the tactical intention recognition is the most concrete and the most basic, because it is directly facing the battlefield, so relative to the other two levels of operational intent to identify, its real-time requirements are the highest, so tactical intent Is also the most complex and difficult. Intentional identification classification can be represented by Figure 1 . Fighter tactical intention recognition can be regarded as a dynamic pattern recognition process, by detecting the characteristics of the fighter state characteristics of the changes, combined with tactical intention recognition method, you can get the real tactical intentions of the fighter. 
The Fighter Tactical Intention Recognition Method
The paper used four factors, such as the distance, horizontal velocity (), heading angle, height and so on, are used as the characteristic index. The tactical intention of the fighter is completed by the change of these characteristic index values. Gray relational degree model to judge the real intention.
Index Value Interval
The four tactical intentions of the fighter tactical intent values are interval, the interval formula is:
In the formula, the number of intervals ij ũ of the first reference j characteristic index value i indicating the first intention, ij u and ij u are the lower and upper limit representing the reference feature interval value ij x , and the first reference i representing the first intention j , representing the standard deviation ij σ . According to the situation of fighter characteristic index, this paper only considers the case of positive interval number, the description of interval number and its algorithm are as follows:
[ ]
Determine the Weight of the Indicator
The pilot and air combat experts use the AHP method to determine the weight of each index. The fighter tactical intention recognition mainly adopts the four indexes such as target distance, target height, target speed and target heading angle. Target attribute weight ( )
, which in turn indicates the target distance, height, speed, heading angle and other four indicators.
Interval Gray Relational Model
There are two types of gray correlation degree in the existing interval, namely: interval gray correlation degree 
is the reference sequence, ) , ρ . ρ is a positive number, the theoretical range of values, but too large will make the gray correlation coefficient value tends to 1, leading to the degree of differentiation is not the intensity; too small will make the gray correlation coefficient bias to stability, the same Is not conducive to distinction, this article take ρ = 0.5. The following formula obtains the interval gray correlation coefficient of the tactical intention and the tactical intention class to be identified. 
Conclusions
The paper focuses on the fighter tactical intention recognition method, considering the enemy in the actual air combat process is likely to make a variety of fake action or interference to prevent us to identify their true tactical intentions, proposed a range of gray correlation model for fighter tactics Intentional identification, with great significance.
